Appendix
A.1 Screenshots from Lobbyist Reporting Systems
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Note: In the webinar, the Government Accountability Board staﬀ member points out that “Legislators often review registered positions prior to
committee hearings and votes on the floor of the legislature.” An updated version of the training webinar is available at https://lobbying.wi.gov/
/FAQ/FAQTraining/VideosLink?contentID=bfa02378-13c3-4b69-9018-2569450a90d5.

Figure A.1: Screenshot of Wisconsin Government Accountability Board Webinar on Eye on Lobbying: 15-Day Reporting

Figure A.2: Screenshot of Iowa’s Online Lobbyist Declaration System

Note: The screenshot is taken from guidelines for Iowa’s online lobbyist system (https://www.legis.iowa.
gov/docs/publications/LDOC/780741.pdf)
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Figure A.3: Screenshot of Nebraska 2009 Session Statement of Activity

Note: The screenshot shows a Statement of Activity filled out by Lobbyist David S. McBride on behalf
of the Nebraska Association of Health Underwriters (NAHU). The statement can be found at https://
nebraskalegislature.gov/lobbyist/view.php?link=view_form&form=formd&RegistrationID=6911.
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A.2 Convergence Diagnostics
Visual inspection of the traceplots and the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF/R̂) (Gelman and Rubin 1992) show a high level of convergence in the Markov Chains. The R̂ were
calculated with each of the three MCMC chains. In Table A.1, I show, for each of the estimations used in the paper, the number and percentage of parameters for which R̂ > 1.1.
The first three rows show the statistics for the within-state estimations, for which results
are presented in Appendix A.3.1. The last three rows shows the results for the three diﬀerent
across-state estimations. The fourth row shows the statistics from an across-state estimation,
with the vote matrix reduced so that there were at least 20 votes per item, with at least 4
being in the minority, and 20 votes per actor. The legislator estimates of this estimation
are compared to the NPAT common-space scores (Shor and McCarty 2011, 2015) in Appendix A.3.3. The fifth row shows the statistic for an analysis had the same minimum vote
requirements, but did not use actors to bridge across states when the common ideal point
(CIP) assumption was not met (see Appendix A.4). The motivation for this estimation was
to compare the estimates from using more conservative minimum vote requirements in the
vote matrix (20/20) to estimates that lowered these requirements (9/20). The comparisons
(see footnote 29) suggest extremely high correlations for the estimated ideal point and vote
parameters. The last row shows the results for the estimation that was used in the main
analyses and presented in Section 4 (Results).
Only in one of the sets of ideal point estimates used in the main analysis does an ideal
point estimate have an R̂ > 1.1 (see Table A.1). For the item parameters, there is similarly
a very low fraction for which R̂ > 1.1. In addition, in all but one of the analyses (Nebraska),
the Heidelberger and Welch half-width test (Heidelberger and Welch 1983) was passed by
more than 95% of ideal point estimates in each of the three chains. In the estimation for
Nebraska, the half-width test was passed by approximately 89% of the ideal point estimates.

A.3 Additional Results - 1
In the following, I first present the results from separate estimations of legislators and interest
groups in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Second, I show the legislator and interest group
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Table A.1: Number/Percentage of Parameters with Potential Scale Reduction Factor (R̂ >
1.1) for Main Estimations
Estimation
Iowa
Nebraska
Wisconsin
Joint, 20/20, no-CIP
Joint, 20/20, CIP
Joint, 9/20, CIP

x̂|R̂ > 1.1
0
0
0
1
0
0

# votes β̂|R̂ > 1.1
8,228
9
2,690
0
11,024
124
23,386
97
23,386
105
25,646
123

%
0.1
0
1.1
0.4
0.5
0.5

α̂|R̂ > 1.1
0
0
7
8
10
14

%
0
0
0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1
0.1

Note: This table shows, for each of the estimations used in the paper, the number and percentage of
parameters for which R̂ > 1.1. The first three rows are based on within-state estimations. The last three
rows are based on the joint estimations. The fourth row (Joint, 20/20, no-CIP shows the statistics for
estimation with invalid bridging observations and a 20/20 minimum votes on an item/minimum votes per
actor threshold. Rows five and six did not include invalid bridges and alternatively used 20/20 and 9/20
minimum votes. Row six shows the statistics for the estimation that was used in the main analysis in Section
4.

ideal points that result from a joint scaling across the three states, using interest groups
and candidates who responded to Vote Smart’s Political Courage Test (PCT) as bridge
observations. I also compare the resultant common space ideal points to Shor and McCarty’s
(2015) NPAT common space scores. In these analyses, in order to estimate actors with
suﬃcient precision, I reduce the vote matrix so that all included votes have a minimum
number of 20 legislators, all included legislators have at least 20 votes, and at least 3 legislators
voting in the minority.
A.3.1 Results from Within-State Estimations in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin
The first panel in Figure A.4 shows the ideal point distributions of Iowa state legislators by
party and chamber, as well as the ideal point distributions of principals lobbying in Iowa. The
distributions of Democratic and Republican state legislators do not overlap, which reflects a
high degree of partisan polarization. Meanwhile, the distribution of scaled principals has a
slightly left of center mode and is right-skewed. Although the ideal points of most principals
falls within the range of state legislators, there is a substantial amount of extremism. For
example, there are nine principals that are more liberal than the most liberal Democrat and
ten principals that are more conservative than the most conservative Republican.
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Next, Panel 2 in Figure A.4 shows the ideal point distributions of Nebraskan state
legislators by party, and of principals lobbying in Nebraska.64 Compared to Iowa, Nebraskan
legislators are less polarized as evidenced by the overlapping ideal point distributions of
self-identified Democratic and Republican Senators. Similar to Iowa, the distribution of
principals’ ideal points has one left-of-center mode, and is right-skewed. There appears to
be a substantial amount of interest group extremism in that fourteen principals are to the
left of the most liberal Senator and one principal has a more conservative ideal point than
the most conservative Senator.
Finally, Panel 3 in Figure A.4 shows the ideal point distribution of Wisconsin state
legislators by party and chamber, as well as the ideal point distribution of principals lobbying
in Wisconsin. Similar to Iowa, the distribution of state legislators shows a high degree of
polarization. The ideal points of principals have a somewhat bimodal distribution, with
modes close to the median of each party. Interest group ideal points in Wisconsin appear
less extreme (relative to the state legislators) than in Iowa and Nebraska. There are only
two groups that have a more liberal ideal point estimate than the most liberal legislator, and
no group has a more conservative ideal point estimate than the most conservative legislator.
A.3.2 Discussion and Examination of the Joint Scaling Approach
A common approach to obtain comparable estimates of ideology relies on bridging observations that link otherwise unconnected parts of the legislator-vote matrix, either using a
stacked big matrix or a linear mapping method (Poole 2005). Legislators that vote in the
same chamber across time (Poole and Rosenthal 1997), or diﬀerent chambers of the same
legislature (Gerber and Lewis 2004; Poole 1998; Poole and Rosenthal 2007; Shor, Berry,
and McCarty 2010; Shor and McCarty 2011) can serve as bridging legislators. A second
alternative is to use bridging votes where legislators from diﬀerent chambers or settings take
positions on the same vote (e.g., Bafumi and Herron 2010; Battista, Peress, and Richman
2012; Jessee 2009, 2010, 2016). Ideally, both approaches are combined (e.g., Bailey 2007;
Poole and Rosenthal 1997, 2001, 2007; Shor and McCarty 2011; Treier 2011), in order to
64

Although Nebraskan senators do not run on a partisan ballot, most state legislators identify with a party.
Where available, I retrieved party aﬃliations from the biannual Nebraska Blue Books. Where none were
available, I used the party coding from Shor and McCarty (2015).
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Note: The panels in this figure show the distributions of legislator and interest group ideal points from three within-state estimations. Panel 1 displays
the ideal point distributions of 97 Democratic Representatives (solid blue), 44 Democratic Senators (dashed blue), 128 Republican Representatives
(solid red), and 63 Republican Senators (dashed red line) in the Iowa state legislature that held oﬃce between 2003 and 2016. It also shows the
distribution of 246 principals (solid green) that lobbied Iowa legislators between 2005 and 2016. The second panel shows the ideal point distributions
of 40 Democratic (blue), 93 Republican (red), and 4 Independent Senators (purple) in the unicameral state legislature of Nebraska (2003-2016). The
green line shows the ideal point distribution of 55 principals who lobbied Nebraskan legislators between 2003 and 2016. Finally, Panel 3 displays
the ideal point distributions of 100 Democratic Assembly members (solid blue), 30 Democratic Senators (dashed blue), 143 Republican Assembly
members (solid red), and 38 Republican Senators (dashed red), and 3 Independent Assembly members in the Wisconsin state legislature that held
oﬃce between 2003 and 2016. It also shows the distribution of 171 principals (solid green) that lobbied Wisconsinite legislators between 2003 and
2016.

Figure A.4: Ideal Point Distributions of State Legislators and Lobbying Principals from Within-State Estimations

increase the amount of glue between legislators from diﬀerent chambers or settings (Poole
2005, 188).
However, employing bridging observations requires certain assumptions. Specifically, using bridge legislators requires the assumption that the position of the legislators is the same
in the diﬀerent chambers or settings (e.g., Poole 2005; Poole and Rosenthal 1997). Moreover,
it assumes that the ideological structure across groups is the same and that any bridging
votes have the same political interpretation for all the actors in the vote matrix (Poole and
Rosenthal 2007, 230). Similarly, voting bodies may exhibit diﬀerent norms and institutions
that aﬀect which bills are voted on which may in turn aﬀect ideal point estimates (Bonica
forthcoming; Snyder 1992c; Wright and Schaﬀner 2002). Recent research (Asmussen and Jo
2016; Bonica 2014b, forthcoming; Broockman 2016; Freeze and Montgomery 2015; Hare et
al. 2014; Oberski 2014; Jessee 2016; Lupton et al. 2015) suggests a greater need to test the
assumptions required for joint scaling.
In order to validate that the dimensions which are being estimated are the same across
states, I present the results of several analyses. First, I compare the ideal points of bridging
observations that are estimated in multiple states or contexts of voting. In particular, I
compare the ideal points of lobbying principals estimated in diﬀerent states. I also examine
the similarities between the ideal point estimates of legislators based on roll calls to those
based on Vote Smart’s Political Courage Test (PCT). Second, I compare the ideal points and
the associated aggregate proportional reduction in error (APRE) for legislators and lobbying
principals from within-state to across-state estimations. Finally, in Appendix A.4, I test the
extent to which the common ideal point assumption is valid for bridging observations.
Based on a minimum vote threshold of 20/20/4 (minimum votes per legislator, minimum
legislators per vote, minimum minority vote) for all actors and votes in the vote matrix,
there are at most 2 lobbying principals (in Iowa and Wisconsin) that can be estimated in
two states. However, when using the minimum vote thresholds of 9/9/2, this increases to 27
(Iowa and Nebraska), 27 (Iowa and Wisconsin), and 17 (Nebraska and Wisconsin). The first
three panels of Figure A.5 show the comparisons of lobbying principals estimated in Iowa
and Nebraska (Panel 1), Iowa and Wisconsin (Panel 2), and Nebraska and Wisconsin (Panel
3). The correlations between the estimates range between moderately strong to strong. For
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lobbying principals estimated in Iowa and Wisconsin, the correlation is 0.65. The correlations for Iowa and Wisconsin and Nebraska and Wisconsin are 0.62 and 0.71 respectively.
One reason why these correlations are not higher is that the vote matrix combines unanimous roll call votes with dissenting interest groups. Such roll call votes may not reflect the
same underlying dimension as other votes (Poole and Rosenthal 2007, 230). When items
with unanimous roll call votes (as was done for the estimations used in the second and third
chapter), the correlations increase to 0.73, 0.68, and 0.79. The comparisons between the
respective ideal points from these estimations can be seen in panels 4 through 6 of Figure
A.5.
Next, I compare the ideal points of legislators estimated from roll call votes (and lobbying declarations) within a single state to those estimated exclusively from Vote Smart’s
PCT. The comparisons are shown in panels 7 through 9 of Figure A.5. The correlations
for Iowa, Nebraska and Wisconsin are 0.75, 0.71, and 0.90 respectively. Taken together,
the correlations between within-state estimates of lobbying principals on the one hand, and
within-state and PCT estimates on the other provide evidence for the similarity between the
estimated dimensions that are being combined in a joint scaling.
Next, I examine the correlations between within-state and across-state estimates of legislators and lobbying principals. If the merging across states would lead to a substantial
reordering of ideal point estimates, it would call into question whether the jointly estimated
dimension is capturing the same dimension. The within-state ideal points were estimated
with voting matrices using the thresholds 20/20/4 (minimum votes per legislator, minimum
legislators per vote, minimum minority vote). In Figure A.6, I compare these estimates to
two separate sets of across-state ideal points; one estimated using a vote matrix using the
thresholds of 20/20/4 (Panels 1 through 3) and one using the thresholds of 20/9/4 (Panels
4 through 6). For all six sets of comparisons, the correlations are very strong. The correlations for the comparisons in Panels 1 through 3 are (Iowa), (Nebraska) and (Wisconsin).
The correlations for the larger vote matrix are still very strong at (Iowa), (Nebraska) and
(Wisconsin).
Another way to examine the consequences of bridging across states is to examine the
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Figure A.5: Comparisons of Within-State Ideal Points for Bridging Observations

Note: The panels in this figure make comparisons between bridging observations when estimated within a
single state or context of voting. Panels 1 through 3 present the ideal points of lobbying principals estimated
in Iowa vs. Nebraska (Panel 1), Iowa vs. Wisconsin (Panel 2), and Nebraska vs. Wisconsin (Panel 3).
Panels 4 through 6 presents the same type of estimates using a vote matrix where unanimous roll call
votes combined with lobbying declarations were excluded. Panels 7 through 9 compare the ideal points of
legislators estimated from roll call votes (and lobbying declarations) within a single state to those estimated
exclusively from Vote Smart’s Political Courage Test.
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Note: The panels in this figure plot the ideal points of legislators (black) and lobbying principals (gray) from within-state estimations (horizontal
axes) against joint estimations (vertical axes). Panels 1 through 3 compare within-state estimates to across-state estimates, where the across state
estimates used a vote matrix with the thresholds 20/20/4 (minimum votes per legislator, minimum legislators per vote, minimum minority vote).
Panels 4 through 6 plot across-state estimates based on a vote matrix with the thresholds 20/9/4. The within-state ideal points were estimated with
voting matrices using the thresholds 20/20/4.

Figure A.6: Comparisons of Within-State and Across-State Ideal Point Estimates

change in APRE between within-state and across-state estimations.65 Using the thresholds
of 20/20/4 for both the within- and across-state estimations, the APRE does not go down
substantially for votes in Iowa (within: 0.815, bridged: 0.810) and Wisconsin (within: 0.843,
bridged: 0.876). For Nebraska, the APRE does go down (within: 0.311, bridged 0.172).
This can be attributed to the legislator APRE (within: 0.308, bridged 0.125). For lobbying
principals, the APRE is actually higher (within: 0.364, bridged: 0.470). This is likely due
to the fact that the ideal points of Nebraska legislators are more concentrated in the bridged
estimation, so that the uncertainty about the implied midpoints leads to a lower APRE.66
Since the correlation between Nebraskan legislator ideal points from within-state and bridged
estimates is very high (pearson: 0.98, spearman: 0.99), it appears unlikely that a diﬀerent
dimension is being estimated when going from the within- to the across-state analysis.
A.3.3 Comparison of Common Space Ideal Points to NPAT Common Space
Scores
In order to establish external validity, Figure A.7 compares the NPAT common space scores
from Shor and McCarty (2015) against the estimated ideal points from a joint scaling.
As should be expected, the estimates correlate strongly within and across parties. Overall, Spearman’s rank-order correlation is 0.90. The within-state rank-order correlations for
Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin Legislators are 0.94, 0.96, and 0.96, respectively. Interestingly, whereas the estimates are very similar for Iowan and Wisconsinite legislators, the
ideal points of Nebraskan legislators are less conservative and less polarized than their NPAT
scores.
Several factors may account for the discrepancies between legislators’ ideal points and
NPAT scores in Nebraska. The first is that the ideal points were estimated using not just
PCT responses, but also interest groups as bridging observations. Second, whereas the
ideal points were estimated based on data from 2002 through 2016, the NPAT scores were
estimated based on data from 1996-2014 that also included more states and members of
65

Due to the eﬀects of the minimum vote, minimum legislator, and minimum minority vote requirements,
the votes are not all the same between within- and across state analysis.
66
In general, the low APRE for Nebraska legislators can be attributed in part to large majorities, i.e.
many low percentage minority votes.
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Figure A.7: NPAT Common Space Scores (Shor and McCarty 2015) Plotted Against Jointly
Estimated Legislator Ideal Points

Note: This figure compares Shor and McCarty’s (2015) NPAT common space scores of Iowa, Nebraska, and
Wisconsin state legislators to the legislators’ jointly estimated ideal points. Legislators from Iowa are shown
in blue. Nebraskan legislators are shown in brown and Wisconsinite legislators are shown in green.
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Congress. Third, even for the same surveys, there may be diﬀerences in how questions were
used to bridge and in the coding of responses. Moreover, it may be the case that the common
ideal point assumption is violated in either or both datasets. Finally, whereas the NPAT
scores rely on a linear mapping approach to jointly estimate all state legislators and members
of Congress, I estimated the common space ideal points using a big-matrix approach (Poole
2005).
Future research should more closely investigate the consequences of employing the linear
mapping (as opposed to a big-matrix) approach to joint scaling and of using diﬀerent bridging observations, NPAT/PCT survey years, and coding of survey responses. For the main
analysis in the paper, I did not employ actors as bridging observations for which I found the
common ideal point assumption to be invalid.67

A.4 Investigating the Common Ideal Point Assumption
Several reasons may account for the discrepancies between Nebraskan legislators’ estimated
ideal points and their NPAT scores. The first is that my analysis also used interest groups
as bridging actors, as well as candidates responses to the PCT. Second, the bridging observations from Nebraska used by Shor and McCarty (2011, 2015) diﬀer in that they included
surveys from a diﬀerent time period (1996-2009 vs. 2002-2016), as well as more members of
Congress. Third, even for the same surveys, Shor and McCarty may have used a diﬀerent
set of NPAT/PCT questions as bridging votes. Further, the way that item responses were
coded may result in diﬀerent results. Moreover, it may be the case that the common ideal
point assumption was violated in either or both datasets. Finally, Shor and McCarty (2011,
2015) use a linear mapping approach to jointly estimate all state legislators and members of
Congress, while I used a big-matrix approach (Poole 2005).
Whereas it is diﬃcult to determine the consequences of discrepant NPAT/PCT survey
years, bridging questions, and coding of survey responses, it is possible to test the consequences of using diﬀerent bridging observations and of using the linear mapping, as opposed
to a joint estimation, approach. In panels 2 and 3 of Figure A.8, I show the results from
a joint scaling using only PCT respondents (Panel 2) and only interest groups (Panel 3) as
67

The details of how these units were identified are described in Appendix A.4.
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bridging observations between states. The estimated ideal points using only PCT respondents as bridges show virtually identical results to the first panel. This indicates that adding
interest groups as bridging observations to PCT respondents is unlikely to be responsible
for the diﬀerences in the ideal point estimates of Nebraska legislators. The results diﬀer
when using only interest groups as bridges (Panel 3). In particular, many legislators from
Nebraska appear to have more liberal estimates in the latter case.
These results suggest that the common ideal point assumption required for joint scaling
is not met for at least some of the bridge actors. If the ideal points of all bridges are the same
in all contexts of voting (i.e., voting in diﬀerent states and voting in a state vs. responding
to the PCT) the ideal points should not diﬀer significantly depending on which bridging
observations are used. One way in which the ideal point assumption can be violated is if
interest groups take systematically diﬀerent positions in diﬀerent states. Moreover, the CIP
assumption can be violated by legislators who have one position on the PCT and another
position when voting in the legislature. In addition, results from Wright and Schaﬀer (2002)
which suggest that Nebraskan roll call voting may diﬀer substantially from responses to the
NPAT are a cause for concern. In the next step, I therefore investigated for which acrossstate bridging observations the common item assumption is not met.
In testing the common ideal point assumption, I focused on those bridge actors that join
diﬀerent states and defer for later analysis the testing of the common ideal point assumption
for bridge actors that bridge between chambers or across diﬀerent legislative sessions. I proceeded by splitting the voting record of individual legislators and interest groups depending
on which state they are voting in, and whether they are voting on roll calls or answering
PCT questions (Poole 2005).68 In order to estimate the positions with a minimum amount
of precision, I also require the split actors to have a minimum of 20 votes. In total, there
are 130 legislators and 8 interest groups to which this criterium applies.69
68

I split the voting record of up to 20 actors per analysis in order to reduce the number of required analyses
from 138 to 7. In each of the seven analyses, the actors for which the voting record is split were chosen to
come from diﬀerent states and parties. Splitting the voting record of more than one observation at a time
did not change the estimates of the other observations. The correlation coeﬃcient for the ideal points of
“non-split” actors for each combination of the seven separate estimations was always at r = 0.999.
69
Many interest groups that bridge across states have more than 20 votes in one state, but less than 20
in another. Where an interest group has at least 20 votes in one state (A) and an aggregate of at least 20
votes in the two other states (B and C), I also split the roll call record to estimate the diﬀerence between
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Note: The three panels in this figure compare Shor and McCarty’s (2015) NPAT common space scores of Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin state
legislators (horizontal axes) to the legislators’ ideal point estimates from joint scalings (vertical axes). Legislators from Iowa are shown in blue.
Nebraskan legislators are shown in brown and Wisconsinite legislators are shown in green. In each panel, the NPAT scores are compared to a diﬀerent
set of ideal points which each use diﬀerent bridging observations. In Panel 1, the vertical axis displays the ideal points from a joint scaling in which
all interest groups that took positions in diﬀerent states and all legislators who responded to the PCT surveys were used as across-state bridging
observations. In Panel 2, the vertical axis displays the ideal points from a joint scaling in which only PCT responses were used to bridge across states.
In Panel 3, the vertical axis shows the ideal points from a joint scaling in which only interest groups were used to bridge across states.

Figure A.8: NPAT Common Space Scores (Shor and McCarty 2015) Plotted Against Jointly Estimated Legislator Ideal Points
Using Diﬀerent Bridging Observations
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Note: This figure compares the ideal point estimates of observations that bridge across states in diﬀerent contexts of voting in order to test if the
common ideal point assumption for these observations is valid. For interest groups, it compares the positions that the groups take in diﬀerent states.
For legislators, it compares the ideal point from roll call voting to the ideal point from responses to Vote Smart’s Political Courage Test (PCT).
Separate estimates in the diﬀerent contexts of voting were obtained by splitting the “vote record” accordingly. The two panels show estimates that
come from seven diﬀerent estimations, where in each estimation, a diﬀerent set of legislators’ and/or interest groups’ voting record was split. Panel 1
compares the ideal points of those actors for which the estimates diﬀer by context of voting, in that the 95%-credible interval of the diﬀerence between
the two estimates does not include 0. For these observations, I reject the hypothesis that the common ideal point assumption (CIP) is valid. Panel 2
compares the ideal points of actors for which the CIP assumption is valid.

Figure A.9: Comparison of Ideal Point Estimates to Test the Common Ideal Point Assumption for Across-State Bridging Actors
in Diﬀerent Contexts of Voting

Panel 1 of Figure A.9 displays those bridging actors for which I reject the hypothesis
of a common ideal point in diﬀerent contexts of voting.70 For legislators, the horizontal
axis displays the ideal point estimate from roll calls and the vertical axis indicates the ideal
point from the PCT. For interest groups, the values on both axes indicate their positions
in diﬀerent states. In part owing to large credible intervals around the interest group estimates, there are only two interest groups for which I reject the hypothesis of a common
ideal point.71 The correlation of the ideal point estimates across states for all 8 lobbying
principals (10 comparisons) is 0.63. Excluding the two organizations for which the common
ideal point hypothesis was rejected, the correlation is 0.82. By contrast, the common ideal
point assumption is not valid for 12 out of 31 Iowa legislators. In Nebraska, this is the case
for 19 out of the 59 tested legislators. Moreover, 20 out of 39 Wisconsinite legislators violate
the common ideal point assumption.

A.5 Linking Positions to PACs’ Common-Space CFscores
In order to compare the ideal point estimates of interest groups to the common-space CFscores from the (DIME ) (Bonica 2016), I matched interest groups to their political action
committees (PACs) through searching the name variables in the dataset using regular expressions. In doing so, I restricted attention to those PACs that contributed to candidates
in the period from 2002 through 2014. Since some groups have multiple PACs and some
PACs have multiple contributor IDs, I further restricted attention to PACs that are likely
to represent the bulk of the contributions for this time period. I matched interest groups
to the PACs with the greatest dollar amount of all campaign contributions between 2002
and 2014. I also matched interest groups to the PACs with the highest number of distinct
contributions.72
the position in A and the combined position in B and C.
x̄ −x̄
70
I rejected the hypothesis if | sd(x̄i i −x̄j j ) | ≥ 1.96.
71
The NFIB in Iowa vs. in Wisconsin and the BNSF Railway Co. in Iowa vs. in Nebraska and Wisconsin
(together).
72
For interest groups based outside the state and not represented by a local or state aﬃliate, I matched the
group to the PAC that made the greatest dollar amount of all contributions from 2002 to 2014, or the highest
number of distinct contributions, regardless of which state it was registered in. For many large corporations
and national organizations, the PACs with the greatest contribution amounts tend to be either registered in
the same state as their headquarters or in Washington, D.C.
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Two sets of PACs were not included by Bonica (2014a, 2016) in the estimation of commonspace CFscores. First, PACs that were identified by Bonica (2016) as representing trade
groups or corporations. Second, PACs with only one contribution. Both sets of PACs were
later projected onto the recovered space as supplementary observations. I therefore repeated
the above procedure, distinguishing between projected and non-projected groups.

A.6 Linking Positions to PACs covariate-adjusted CFscores
This section describes the linking of ideal points to covariate-adjusted CFscores of PACs
contributing to members of Congress (Bonica 2012, 2013a). These CFscores were estimated
using a negative binomial item-response count model which uses covariates to control for
strategic motivations of giving. The majority of lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska,
and Wisconsin did not contribute suﬃciently to members of Congress to be included in the
estimation for the covariate-adjusted CFscores. Nevertheless, of the 613 lobbying principals, I
was able to identify 56 matches in the covariate-adjusted CFscore contributor dataset (Bonica
2012, 2013a) by searching the name variable in the dataset using regular expressions. All
but ten of these PACs are from corporations.73 Since some groups have multiple PACs and
some PACs have multiple contributor IDs, in the main analysis, I restricted attention to the
observations having the highest number of contributions (using the variable: num.counts)
since they are likely to represent the bulk of the contributions. Of the 50 linked corporate
and trade PACs, 15 have at least one other contributor ID. In Appendix A.7, I compare the
covariate-adjusted CFscores and ideal points of those observations.

A.7 Additional Results - 2
Below, I compare the level of interest group extremism between ideal points and commonspace CFscores for linked groups. Such a comparison needs to address the fact that the
estimates are on diﬀerent scales. Normalization onto the same scale is problematic, because
73

The non-corporate PACs are America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP), Associated General Contractors
of Iowa, Cigar Association of America Inc, The Humane Society of the United States, National Federation of
Independent Business, National Rifle Association, Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America
(PhRMA), Property Casualty Insurers Association of America (PCI), United Steel Workers of America, and
Wisconsin Bankers Association
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Figure A.10: Interest Group Extremism in CFscores and Ideal Point Estimates

Note: The panels in this figure compare the level of interest group extremism in the CFscores to the level
of interest group extremism in the common space ideal points. Interest group extremism is measured as the
proportion of groups that are more liberal than the first legislator quartile or more conservative than the
third legislator quartile. The distribution for the common space ideal points shows the proportion of extreme
interest group for each sample from the posterior distribution. The top panel shows the overall proportion
of extreme interest groups (both extremely liberal and extremely conservative) using the CFscores (red) and
the common space ideal points (black). The proportions of extreme liberal groups are shown in the middle
row while the proportions of extreme conservative groups are shown in the bottom row.
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Note: The two panels in this figure show the distributions of common-space CFscores (Panel 1) and ideal points (Panel 2) of linked legislators
(n = 669) and interest groups (n = 322). The CFscores of legislators are recipient CFscores, while the CFscores of interest groups are contributor
CFscores.

Figure A.11: Distributions of CFScores and Ideal Points for Matched Legislators and Lobbying Principals

Figure A.12: Common-Space CFscores Plotted Against Ideal Points for Linked Interest
Groups (linked to PAC with the largest number of distinct contributions)

Note: This figure plots the Contributor CFscores of 322 linked PACs from the DIME (Bonica 2016) against
the interest groups’ ideal point estimates from a joint scaling in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Groups
were linked to the PAC with the highest number of distinct contribution. The comparison includes PACs
that were projected onto the recovered space, either due to being classified as a trade or corporate PAC,
or, because it only contributed to one committee. Interest groups were linked to the PACs that represented
them, as described in Appendix A.5. The dotted line represent the estimates from a least absolute deviations
regression.
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Figure A.13: Covariate-Adjusted CFscores Plotted Against Ideal Points for Linked Corporations and Trade Groups

Note: This figure plots the covariate-adjusted Contributor CFscores (estimated with an IRT count model)
of 15 linked corporate and trade PACs (Bonica 2012) against the interest groups’ ideal point estimates from
a joint scaling in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Groups were linked to the PAC with the second highest
number of contributions (see Appendix A.6). The dotted line represent the estimates from a least absolute
deviations regression.
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it can lead to both artificial extremism and artificial centrism (Krehbiel and Peskowitz 2015,
699-702). Instead, I employ a semi-parametric measure, the proportion of interest groups
that are more extreme than the first or the third legislator quartile. I use the samples
from the posterior distribution in order to calculate a credible interval for the proportion of
extreme interest groups for the ideal point estimates so as to test whether the proportion
diﬀers from that of the CFscores.
Figure A.10 presents the results from a full comparison of interest group extremism
between ideal points and CFscores for all 322 linked groups. The top panel shows that
overall, there is a greater proportion of extreme groups when using the position-based ideal
points than there is when using the contribution-based CFscores. For CFscores, the overall
proportion (denoted πCF ) is only 27.3%, whereas the mean proportion from the posterior
distribution of ideal point estimates (denoted πideal ) is 38.6%. However, this result is not
driven by liberal interest groups that have a more liberal preference estimate than the first
legislator quartile. Here (middle panel), the proportions are very similar, and even somewhat
higher for CFscores (πl,CF = 21.1% vs. πl,ideal = 19.1%). Instead, it is driven by conservative
interest groups that have a more conservative estimate than the third legislator quartile. The
bottom panel shows the substantially lower proportions for CFscores (πc,CF = 6.2%) than
for ideal points (πc,ideal = 19.5%).

A.8 Controversial Votes and Diﬀerences in Interest Group Extremism
In this section, I examine if artificial extremism is likely to be driving the result of greater
extremism in the position-based ideal points compared to the contribution-based CFscores.
Based on the criteria described in Section 4.1, there are 124 of the linked interest groups
that are likely to be susceptible to artificial extremism. Figure A.14 shows the proportion
of extremists for those 198 interest groups that are unlikely to be susceptible to artificial
extremism. The proportion of extreme interest groups for the CFscores and ideal points is
very similar to the proportion in the full sample. For CFscores, the overall the proportion
of extreme interest groups decreases slightly from 21.1% to 18.7%. The estimated overall
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Figure A.14: Diﬀerences in Proportion of Extremists between Ideal Points and CFscores for
198 Linked Interest Groups Less Susceptible to Artificial Extremism

Note: The panels in this figure compare the level of interest group extremism in the CFscores to the level of
interest group extremism in the common space ideal points. The sample is restricted to 198 linked interest
groups that are less likely to be susceptible to artificial extremism. This is either, because the distribution of
vote cutpoints on which a group takes a position is statistically indistinguishable to the overall distribution
of vote cutpoints, or, because the variance of the vote cutpoints on which the group takes a position is larger
than the overall variance of vote cutpoints. The top panel shows the overall proportion of extreme interest
groups (extremely liberal and extremely conservative groups) using the CFscores (red) and the common
space ideal points (black). The proportions of extreme liberal groups are shown in the middle row while the
proportions of extreme conservative groups are shown in the bottom row.
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proportion of extreme interest groups using ideal points also decreases somewhat from 38.6%
to 35.9%. Critically, the diﬀerence between the two proportions remains essentially the same
(11.2% vs. 11.1%). This suggests that artificial extremism is unlikely to be driving the result
of greater extremism in the position-based ideal points compared to the contribution-based
CFscores.

A.9 Ideal Point Estimates of Legislators and Lobbying Principals
The below figures A.15.1 through A.15.35 show the common space ideal point estimates and
95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals
in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The ideal points are those presented in the main analysis
(see Sections 1.2.5 and 1.3). The estimates of politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin
are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown in black. The information
in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat, I for
Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not
available), and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who
moved between chambers, and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators
whose voting in the legislature and the Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying
names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated based on legislative
roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.1: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.2: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.3: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.4: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.5: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.6: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.7: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.8: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.9: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.10: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.11: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.12: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.13: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.14: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.15: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.16: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.17: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.18: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.19: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.20: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.21: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.22: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.23: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.24: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.25: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.26: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.27: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.28: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.29: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.30: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.31: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.32: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.33: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.34: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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Figure A.15.35: Common Space Ideal Point Estimates of State Legislators, State Legislative
Candidates, and Lobbying Principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin

Note: This figure shows the common space ideal point estimates and 95%-credible intervals of state legislators, state legislative candidates, and lobbying principals in Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The estimates of
politicians from Iowa/Nebraska/Wisconsin are shown in blue/brown/green. Lobbying principals are shown
in black. The information in parentheses after a politician’s name indicates the state, party (D for Democrat,
I for Independent, R for Republican; X indicates that information on party membership was not available),
and chamber (H for lower chamber, S for upper chamber, H S for legislators who moved between chambers,
and NP if the politician never served in a legislature). Legislators whose voting in the legislature and the
Political Courage Test (PCT) did not meet the common ideal point assumption (see Appendix A.4) were estimated separately. Their identifying names end in “ IA”, “ NE”, “ WI” when the ideal point was estimated
based on legislative roll calls and in “ OTH” when estimated based on the PCT.
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